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We left San Antonio on receipt of a telegraphic invitation
from the Manager of the Goldwyn Company to meet Charlie
Chaplin at dinner on the night of his return to Los Angeles
from England. The whole of Hollywood were waiting
to welcome Charlie, but he insisted that we should be alone
with our hosts.
The moment I shook hands with him I felt the magnetism
of his complex personality. He was shy and yet self-possessed,
simple and yet poseur. He talked a great deal about his trip
to England; it had been one of the big emotional reactions
of his life. He had received a spontaneous public ovation
that the Prince of Wales might envy. It was not mere curi-
osity, he said, that had animated the English crowd, he felt
it was affection (as one may well suppose for all the laughter
he has created for masses who have little laughter in their
lives). He seemed to love the people whom he plays for,
it was his contempt for the leisured classes that had
reputed him a socialist by people who knew nothing of
socialism. Charlie had the artist's intolerance of stupidity
and narrow prejudice.
It was evident by the sadness of his smile—which his humour
failed to dispel—that he had suffered deeply. He had striven
and hoped and aimed. Above all—which made him the great
artist that he was—he had a great capacity for suffering. He
suffered in imagination as in reality, and he suffered emotionally.
There were moments when real emotion swept aside the actor
and all its shams. It illumined his face and controlled his voice.
When he was simple and threw off his mask he revealed a
most sensitive and exquisite nature, no one had a deeper
appreciation of beauty. But occasionally the paradox in him
asserted itself and he would relapse into the movie actor,
straining at effect, or looking at life through the windows of an
advertising bureau.
Nothing corrodes the soul like advertisement, and bits of
Charlie's soul were worm-eaten to dust by it—but the real
Charlie predominated over the sham Charlie to such an extent

